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Abstract: Aircrafts have been an important object of study in the field of multi-scale image object
detection due to their important strategic role. However, the multi-scale detection of aircrafts and
their key parts from remote sensing images can be a challenge, as images often present complex
backgrounds and obscured conditions. Most of today’s multi-scale datasets consist of independent
objects and lack mixed annotations of aircrafts and their key parts. In this paper, we contribute a
multi-scale aircraft dataset (AP-DATA) consisting of 7000 aircraft images that were taken in complex
environments and obscured conditions. Our dataset includes mixed annotations of aircrafts and
their key parts. We also present a multi-scale information augmentation framework (MS-IAF)
to recognize multi-scale aircrafts and their key parts accurately. First, we propose a new deep
convolutional module ResNeSt-D as the backbone, which stacks scattered attention in a multi-path
manner and makes the receptive field more suitable for the object. Then, based on the combination
of Faster R-CNN with ResNeSt-D, we propose a multi-scale feature fusion module called BFPCAR.
BFPCAR overcomes the attention imbalance problem of the non-adjacent layers of the FPN module
by reducing the loss of information between different layers and including more semantic features
during information fusion. Based on AP-DATA, a dataset with three types of features, the average
precision (AP) of MS-IAF reached 0.884, i.e., 2.67% higher than that of the original Faster R-CNN. The
APs of these two modules were improved by 2.32% and 1.39%, respectively. The robustness of our
proposed model was validated using the open sourced RSOD remote sensing image dataset, and the
best accuracy was achieved.

Keywords: multi-scale; MS-IAF; ResNeSt-D; BFPCAR; object detection; remote sensing

1. Introduction

Aircrafts play an important role in the fields of national defense and scientific research.
Therefore, aircraft detection is of strategic importance. Currently, the different scales of
aircrafts in images have become a major object of study in multi-scale object detection and
remote sensing image detection [1,2]. Many researchers have been exploring high-precision
methods for detecting multi-scale objects, especially those with complex backgrounds and
under obscured conditions.

At present, multi-scale object detection technology is being widely used in human
visual systems, aircrafts, ships [3], automotive [4], and remote sensing systems [5] to detect
key parts of objects, which is important for unmanned driving [6], unmanned aircraft
navigation, and defect detection [7]. Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [8] and
multi-scale object detection [9] is now also widely used in the field of defect detection [9].
The main purpose of improving the multi-scale object detection technology is to develop
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more accurate methods for locating the regions of interest (ROI) of objects of different scales
in images.

However, there are two challenges to overcome when exploring and improving the
multi-scale object detection technology for the detection of key parts. One is the lack of
multi-scale datasets with mixed annotations of aircrafts and their key parts. The other is
the lack of effective multi-scale object detection frameworks for detecting aircraft objects
of different scales, especially those of small and medium scales interfered by complex
backgrounds and obscured conditions [10].

Today’s multi-scale aircraft datasets are still dominated by remote sensing images
and whole aircrafts. Google Maps open-sourced the DOTA [11] remote sensing image
dataset, which includes multi-scale objects such as aircrafts and ships. Google Earth and
Vaihingen open sourced the NWPU VHR-10 [12] satellite image dataset, which includes
multi-scale objects such as aircraft, ships and automobiles. Wuhan University open sourced
the RSOD [13] remote sensing image dataset, which includes multi-scale objects such
as aircrafts and oil tanks. Tsinghua University and Tencent jointly open sourced the
TT100K [14] traffic sign dataset, which includes traffic signal board of different scales.
However, most of today’s multi-scale datasets contain independent objects, lacking objects
with mixed annotations and severe environmental backgrounds and obscured conditions.
Therefore, we open sourced a new multi-scale dataset AP-DATA, which contains aircrafts
of different scales and their key parts.

Since the emergence of the multi-scale object detection technology, a great deal of
attention has been focused on improving the detection performance of small and medium-
scale objects. This is because large objects are easier to detect due to their rich feature
information, and small and medium-scale ones are more difficult to detect as they take up
a limited space in the image [10,15]. At present, detection accuracy improvement efforts
for multi-scale aircraft objects are mainly about improving the detection accuracy of small
and medium-scale objects, especially those in complex environments and remote sensing
images [16]. Object detection networks currently available for researchers mainly include
single-stage and two-stage networks. For two-stage networks, various improved Faster
R-CNN models have achieved satisfactory performance in multi-scale object detection. At
present, the performance of multi-scale aircraft detection based on a Faster R-CNN model
can be improved by three main ways: by improving the backbone module, by improving
the FPN module, and by improving the multitude of scales of the model.

Below are some examples of research efforts to improve the backbone module. Chen
et al. [2] designed a novel MSCA module which improves the attention of original features
in both the space and the channel, and improves the AP of multi-scale object detection by
2.59%. Gao et al. [17] proposed a Res2Net for multi-scale detection by following the idea
of ResNet. This backbone module builds residual connections again in the residual block
to extract multi-scale features at a tiny level, which is 1.84% lower than the top-1 error of
ResNet-50. Wang and Sun et al. [18,19] proposed an HRNet module. This module adopts
multiple parallel resolution branches while conducting information interaction between
different branches to enhance the quality of semantic segmentation.

Efforts have also been made to improve the FPN module. Tan et al. [20] designed
a new BIFPN which updates a scale that balances the introduced information by setting
weights compared to the previous FPN processing features equally. This module can
improve the AP by 1.65%, but it also requires more computation. Guo et al. [21] proposed
an AugFPN module, which uses supervision to reduce the semantic gap of information at
different scales before feature fusion and uses soft ROI selection to better learn features.
Using AugFPN improves the AP by 2.3% when ResNet-50 is used as the backbone module.
Cao et al. [22] introduced two modules, CEM and AM, into FPN and designed ACFPN. The
CEM module uses the receptive field to enrich the feature information, and the AM module
is used to deal with the cluttered task caused by the CEM module. This design improves the
AP by 3.2% in object detection tasks, but the addition of two modules to the model leads to
a significantly increased computation workload. Zhang et al. [23] proposed a method that
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uses BFP as a pyramid feature fusion module for detecting ships in remote sensing images
and enhances the multi-layer pyramid feature function by the same balanced semantic
features. This method achieved a 7.15% higher AP for the detection of ships in remote
sensing images.

Some of the research on improving the multitude of scales of the model are summa-
rized below. A research team from the University of Maryland [24] proposed a SNIPER
algorithm, which uses multi-scale training to detect objects of different scales in images.
Although this method reduces the detection speed, its detection accuracy is greatly im-
proved. Singh et al. [25] improved SNIPER and proposed a training scheme called SNIP.
This scheme reduces the error of mapping migration caused by the large-scale difference
among objects by reducing the loss of information within the specified area by several
folds, and the performance of the COCO dataset is improved by 3%. Li et al. [26] proposed
a TridentNet model that uses dilated convolution and parallel convolution to adapt the
distribution of three objects of different scales through three different and parallel receptive
fields. With the same training setting, TridentNet Fast achieves 41.0 AP for the same dataset,
which show a 1.2 AP improvement over the baseline without computational cost.

Although the abovementioned methods proved effective at improving the perfor-
mance of object detection, they still have limitations. As demonstrated by the working
principles of human vision, due to the false detection problem caused by environments,
the model extracts insufficient information for objects [27]. If the images are taken in
complex backgrounds and obscured conditions and are polluted, there will be a large loss
of information, making it difficult to detect objects in these images. In addition, a single
scale is inadequate in addressing the low accuracy in detecting targets of different scales
in natural and remote sensing images taken in complex backgrounds, and single scale
attention is inefficient when it comes to detecting such multi-scale features [2]. Considering
the information loss problem in multi-scale object detection, we designed a multi-scale
information augmentation framework for aircraft detection. Starting from backbone and
multi-scale feature fusion perspectives, we focused more effective attention on the ROIs in
the image, reduced the loss of information in critical objects, and improved the detection
accuracy for small- and medium-scale objects with complex backgrounds and obscured
conditions. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

(1) We provided a multi-scale object dataset AP-DATA (containing 7000 images of multi-
scale aircrafts taken from different angles and in complex backgrounds, where a
portion of the multi-scale objects are obscured and the whole aircrafts and their key
parts come with mixed annotation).

(2) We proposed a ResNeSt-D backbone, which stacks scattered attention in a multi-path
manner and makes the receptive field more suitable for the object.

(3) We proposed a BFPCAR feature fusion module to overcome the loss of information
during information fusion in non-adjacent layers and introduced a larger receptive
field to obtain semantic features.

2. AP-DATA Data Set

Although existing multi-scale object datasets contain enough numbers of images, they
lack mixed annotations of different objects. Therefore, we acquired aircraft images from
airliners and completed the mixed annotation independently.

When it comes to object detection, multi-scale objects are classified into three main
categories: small objects with a pixel area less than 322, medium objects with a pixel
area greater than 322 and less than 962, and large objects with a pixel area greater than
962 [28]. Usually, better detection results are achieved for large-scale objects due to their
rich information. However, challenges remain to detect small- and medium-scale objects
due to the limited representation of feature information inside the images. We established
our own dataset Aircraft Dataset (AP-DATA), which contains five types of objects: aircrafts,
engines, landing gears, air foils, and tail planes. The dataset contains images taken from
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different angles and there is overlap between the objects. Some of the typical images in the
dataset are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. AP-DATA (includes 7000 aircraft images of different attitudes).

In our experiments, we classified the objects into three scales based on the pixel area
they take up. The numbers of the five key parts in the dataset are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Statistics of the annotations (Number of five categories of objects).

Object Quantity

Aircraft 7850
Airfoil 8160
Engine 10,127

Tail Plane 7703
Landing gear 17,759

The aircraft types contained in the dataset include passenger aircrafts, helicopters,
carrier aircrafts and fighter aircrafts. Some statistics of objects contained in the dataset are
shown in Figure 2. From Figure 2a,b, it can be seen that the aircraft and airfoil objects show
a rectangular object distribution due to the longer marked length. As shown in Figure 2c–e,
the tail planes, landing gears, and engines each have relatively uniform dimensions. Ac-
cording to the statistics in Figure 2f, large and medium objects take up most of the sample
data, and small-scale objects take up a small fraction. The scale statistics of multi-scale
objects provide supporting data for setting an appropriate model anchor size [16].
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Figure 2. Statistics of multi-scale objects in AP-DATA. (a) Statistics of scales of airfoils by length and
width. (b) Statistics of scales of airplanes by length and width. (c) Statistics of scales of engines by
length and width. (d) Statistics of scales of tail plane by length and width. (e) Statistics of scales of
landing gear by length and width. (f) Statistics of the numbers of objects of different scales.

3. Framework of the Model

Our proposed MS-IAF model follows the original Faster R-CNN [29]. The input
images were resized to 1333 × 800 and then sent to our new backbone module. First, a new
backbone (ResNetSt-D) based on ResNeSt and ResNet was proposed [30], which stacked
scattered attention in a multi-path manner and made the receptive field more suitable
for the object. Second, a Balanced Feature Pyramid with Content-Aware Reassembly of
Features (BFPCAR) module was used to improve the connection between non-adjacent
layers during feature fusion. The feature-level imbalance caused by random sampling
of FPN was addressed. The CARAFE operator in BFPCAR allowed the up-sampling
operation to expand the receptive field and focus on the semantic features of multi-scale
objects. 256 output features of BFPCAR enter the RPN, and the 3 × 3 convolution is
performed on the feature map using the sliding window method, keeping the number
of channels features unchanged. Then the obtained new feature maps of 256 channels
go into two fully connected layers to complete anchor and foreground and background
predictions. The RPN structure generates region proposals, and bounding box regression
corrects the anchors to obtain accurate proposals for object detection tasks. In this paper,
we presented our improved framework in detail in two parts, and the framework design is
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Multi-scale information augmentation framework (Contains ResNeSt-D and BFPCAR based
on Faster R-CNN).

3.1. Optimization of Backbone

Traditional Faster R-CNN generally uses ResNet-50 or VGG 16 as its backbone. Since
the ResNet-50 model has a relatively small size and a relatively deep network, it is consid-
ered a good choice as a backbone for object detection [29,31,32].

ResNet-50 performs down-sampling with a stride of two only in the first convolution
of each stage. This results in the loss of 3/4 of the multi-scale information. To retain more
information, we designed a new backbone module (ResNeSt-D) by combining ResNet-50
and ResNeSt. By using a new multi-path residual block, this module can retain both the
input and output information of ResNet.

As in ResNeSt blocks [30], the features were split into cardinal groups determined by
the cardinality K according to the channel dimension C. Then, a soft attention mechanism,
Split-Attention within a cardinal group, was introduced by fusing via an element-wise
summation across multiple splits to form a cardinal group. Finally, the cardinal group was
stitched according to the channel dimension C. ResNeSt enables attention across feature
maps and integrates the channel-wise attention with multi-path network representation to
reduce information loss by stacking scattered attention in a multi-path approach.

We supplemented the Deformable Convolutional Network (DCN v2) to minimize
information loss, make the receptive field more suitable for the geometric changes of images
and reduce the interference of irrelevant information [33]. Thus, the information richness
of the model was enhanced. This DCN supplementation did not change the calculation
operation for Stage 2 to Stage 4, but only modified the convolution operation. An ordinary
3 × 3 convolution consists of nine positions of R = {(−1,−1), (−1, 0), . . . , (0, 1), (1, 1)}.
The output calculation operation is expressed as follows:

yp0 = ∑
pn∈R

wpn·
(
xp0 + xpn

)
(1)

where xp0 represents the center coordinate of the convolution, and yp0 represents the
ordinary convolution output. The deformable operation was performed to add an offset
convolution, ∆Pn, for training in the convolution area and learning through an offset field
that outputs 2N channels [34]. At the same time, the weight ∆mk of the sampling part
was added to the 3 × 3 offset field, which increased the degree of freedom of learning
features during training and reduced the invalid extracted information. The learning step
is expressed as follows:

y(p) =
K

∑
k=1

wk·x(p + pk + ∆pk)·∆mk (2)

Attention was performed across feature groups in combination with DCN v2, which
prevents the excessive loss of small object information when the dimension of 1 × 1
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convolution is increased and decreased, and a large amount of attention was focused on
multi-scale objects. The backbone module is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Backbone ResNeSt-D.

3.2. Multi-Scale Feature Fusion

In object detection, much richer semantic information can be obtained from shallow
to deep convolutional neural networks, but the feature maps get smaller. As a standard
component in object detection for feature fusion, FPN can fuse low-resolution feature maps
with strong semantic information and high-resolution feature maps with weak semantic
information. Therefore, the use of traditional Faster R-CNN in combination with FPN has
been a common approach for multi-scale object detection [35].

The nearest neighbor interpolation in FPN determines the up-sampling kernel by pixel
position instead of the semantic information of the feature map, which leads to a small
receptive field and underutilization of the surrounding information. To overcome this
problem, we added the lightweight up-sampling operator CARAFE [36], which can make
full use of the object information and have a high correlation between the up-sampling
kernel and the semantic information. CARAFE contains a Kernel Prediction Module and a
Content-aware reassembly module. When receiving a feature map of H ×W × C (where
H, W, and C represent the height, width, and number of channels of the feature map,
respectively). The 1 × 1 convolution is used by the up-sampling prediction module to
compress the number of channels to reduce parameters and FLOPs. The up-sampling
kernel size was set to kup × kup, and the up-sampling multiplicity to σ. After the input
feature map was compressed with an output channel number of σ2k2

up, the up-sampling
prediction module obtained the up-sampling shape of σH × σW × k2

up. Different channels
at the same location share the same up-sampling kernel. Utilizing the Kernel Prediction
Module and the Content-aware Reassembly Module, CARAFE achieves weight reduction
by compressing channels and generating new feature map, which contents more semantic
features in multi-scale regions.

The FPN module focused more on adjacent layers, and thus unbalanced information
fusion between non-adjacent layers occurred [37]. Therefore, non-local [38] was used to
refine the unbalanced fusion features to further enhance the features. Finally, four enhanced
feature maps were obtained by feature separation. The BFPCAR module achieved a multi-
scale fusion process, as shown in Figure 5.
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BFPCAR addressed the information loss problem during information fusion in non-
adjacent layers, and its ability to stay lightweight introduced a larger receptive field to sense
the semantic features. BFPCAR divided the original images into more balanced feature
maps. After multi-scale feature fusion for information enhancement, the convolutional fea-
tures of the BFPCAR module were combined with the Region Proposal Network (RPN) [39].
In the head of the RPN, we set the anchor according to the statistical distribution of the
AP-DATA dataset. The scales of objects in AP-DATA were counted. The results showed that
the anchors obtained using the RPN had four scales (4 pixels, 8 pixels, 16 pixels, 32 pixels,
and 64 pixels), and three aspect ratios (1:1, 2:5, and 6:5) can fit the ROI scales of object
detection well in aircraft and critical objects. From Figure 5, it can be seen that after the
Integrate and Refine operations by BFPCAR, the areas of small and medium-scale objects
were more highlighted and the key parts of the aircraft were defined more clearly than
before the enhancement.

4. Experiment

To verify whether the proposed model can improve the performance of multi-scale
object detection, we conducted parallel experiments and ablation experiments. In the
experiments, we used dual NVIDIA 1660 TI GPU for model training and testing. All
pre-trained models have been made publicly available. The evaluation metric IoU was set
to 0.5. For each image, we sampled 512 ROIs with a positive-to-negative ratio of 1:3. The
weight decay was set to 0:0001, and the momentum was set to 0:9.

4.1. Experimental Results

We tested Faster R-CNN (FRC) models with different multi-scale modules and in-
troduced VFNet, RetinaNet, Cascade R-CNN, TridentNet, YOLOF, and YOLOX, which
perform well in the detection of multi-scale objects.

In our experiments, we used average precision (APS, APM, APL) and average recall
(ARS, ARM, ARL) to represent the detection results of objects of each scale, and AP was
used to represent the average precision of the model. Each experiment was performed four
times, and AP was expressed as the average and the standard deviation. The subscript
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symbols S, M and L stand for small, medium and large objects respectively. Recall denoted
the ratio of detected object TP to all objects that should be detected TP+FN, and AR was
used to represent the average recall.

The experimental results are shown in Table 2. For large objects, the combination
of FRC and the RegNetX backbone delivered the highest AP (0.897). In the ablation
experiment, the combination of Faster R-CNN and the BFPCAR module and MS-IAF
delivered the same APL, which was 0.885, 1.8% higher than that by the original Faster
R-CNN. The results demonstrated that the AP of large objects was relatively high and had
little room to improve, which could be attributed to the rich information in these objects. For
medium objects, the combination of Faster R-CNN and the ResNeSt-D module delivered
the highest APM, which was 0.694, 11.2% higher than the original Faster R-CNN. The results
demonstrated that the ResNeSt module substantially increased the detection accuracy of
medium objects by performing attention across feature groups and making the receptive
field more suitable for the object. For small objects, the combination of Faster R-CNN and
the ResNeSt-D module delivered the highest APS, which was 0.436, 9.8% higher than the
original Faster R-CNN and slightly higher than Sparse R-CNN. Comprehensive assessment
of overall performance, MS-IAF delivered the highest AP, which was 0.884, 2.67% higher
than the original model. Our two new modules substantially improved the AP for targets
of different scales compared to the original Faster R-CNN model, and MS-IAF delivered a
higher AP than the other models in parallel experiments. The experiments demonstrated
that MS-IAF can effectively overcome the complex backgrounds and obscured conditions
in multi-scale objects and improved the detection accuracy.

Table 2. Experiment results (Comparative experiments of AP-DATA under different models).

Model Backbone
Small Medium Large

AP
FLOPs

(GFLOPS)
Params

(M)APS ARS APM ARM APL ARL

Sparse R-CNN [40] ResNet-50 0.435 0.657 0.631 0.868 0.864 0.944 0.865 ± 0.013 149.9 105.95
HRNet [19] ResNet-50 0.416 0.523 0.651 0.828 0.871 0.963 0.866 ± 0.012 174.25 27.1

Cascade R-CNN [41] ResNet-50 0.416 0.488 0.654 0.840 0.877 0.943 0.864 ± 0.09 195.82 69.84
SSD 300 [42] VGG-16 0.248 0.448 0.561 0.861 0.872 0.960 0.840 ± 0.002 386.25 34.31
SSD 512 [42] VGG-16 0.393 0.635 0.601 0.923 0.860 0.966 0.838 ± 0.005 344.86 24.98
VFNet [43] ResNet-50 0.367 0.580 0.653 0.942 0.855 0.988 0.867 ± 0.011 189.17 32.49

YOLOX [44] Darknet53 0.433 0.617 0.648 0.877 0.835 0.900 0.871 ± 0.016 33.31 8.94
YOLOF [45] ResNet-50 0.376 0.453 0.643 0.901 0.873 0.981 0.868 ± 0.013 98.26 42.16

RetinaNet [46] Resnet-50 0.405 0.613 0.613 0.908 0.846 0.980 0.855 ± 0.016 206.13 36.19
Faster R C-NN+PAFPN [47] ResNet-50 0.399 0.479 0.663 0.843 0.903 0.960 0.870 ± 0.009 218.58 44.68

TridentNet [26] ResNet-50 0.380 0.503 0.666 0.861 0.865 0.949 0.880 ± 0.007 822.13 32.8
FRC [30] ResNeSt 0.415 0.494 0.642 0.848 0.872 0.963 0.871 ± 0.004 220.17 43.03
FRC [48] RegNetX 0.394 0.499 0.665 0.853 0.897 0.960 0.876 ± 0.006 170.41 31.49

Original FRC ResNet-50 0.397 0.442 0.624 0.826 0.869 0.936 0.861 ± 0.014 193.8 41.14
FRC +BFPCAR ResNet-50 0.409 0.486 0.641 0.850 0.885 0.954 0.873 ± 0.009 197.81 47.01

FRC ResNeSt-D 0.436 0.521 0.694 0.869 0.879 0.954 0.881 ± 0.011 194.16 46.52
MS-IAF ResNeSt-D 0.434 0.507 0.644 0.885 0.885 0.961 0.884 ± 0.009 197.12 52.12

The good experimental results were attributed to the following several advantages
of MS-IAF, stacking the scattered attention by a multi-path approach, more features can
be retained, and the use of deformable convolution can improve the adaptability to object
receptive fields. the use of non-local implementation of cross-layer extraction improved
the imbalanced feature fusion of non-adjacent layers of FPN, which in turn improved the
detection accuracy of the model.

In this paper, the number of FLOPs refers to the number of multiply accumulation
operations and measures the complexity of an algorithm or model. Params refers to the total
number of parameters to be trained in the network model [49]. As shown in Table 2, YOLOX
has the smallest FLOPs and Params, but it does not provide satisfactory detection accuracy
in AP-DATA. As shown in Figure 6, MS-IAF achieved the highest accuracy without causing
any excessive increase in FLOPs and Params. The results showed that MS-IAF achieved
high detection accuracy for multi-scale objects without causing any excessive increase
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in FLOPs and Params, which realized a good trade-off between memory and accuracy.
Although TridentNet achieved a high AP, the excessive FLOPs imposed an additional
burden on the model deployment.
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In order to observe the performance of original FRC and MS-IAF under different
training data, we conducted the comparison experiments with 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%,
75%,100% of the total 6300 samples in the original training set, and the other 700 samples
are used as the validation set. The difference in performance between original FRC and
MS-IAF are shown in Figure 7 (AP is expressed as the average value of four experiments).
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The results in Figure 7 confirm that MS-IAF outperforms the original FRC in terms of
detection ability and maintains a high AP after training on both small and large datasets.
Which also demonstrated that MS-IAF has more excellent detection ability for different
important objects of aircraft.

The experimental results are shown in Figure 8. For small and medium objects like
engines, tail planes and landing gears, the detection results of the original model were
often ignored or incorrectly detected, but MS-IAF delivered better detection results for
these objects.
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4.2. Robustness Analysis

To verify the robustness of our model, we conducted experiments in the public remote
sensing dataset RSOD [13]. The ratio of training to validation sets in the dataset was 5:1.
The results of the original model and our model are compared in Figure 9. Our model can
detect small and medium-sized aircraft objects in remote sensing images more accurately,
while the original model often suffered from false detections and even missed detections,
which shows it failed to find aircraft objects obscured in remote sensing images.
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Figure 9. Comparison of test results on RSOD dataset.

To verify the anti-interference capability of the model, we conducted anti-interference
experiments. We used the Imgaug [50] method to verify five pollution variables in the same
dataset, light, fog, cloud, snow, and stains. Each pollution was divided into four different
severity levels, as shown in Figure 10. With the same model setup, the trained model with
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unpolluted remote sensing images was used to test 20 remote sensing images with different
pollutions. The AP results of our experiments are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Test AP results of pollutions with different levels of severity.

Model Light:1 Fog:1 Cloud:1 Snow:1 Stains:1

FRC 0.890 0.882 0.888 0.880 0.897
HRNet 0.896 0.887 0.887 0.886 0.892

Cascade R-CNN 0.901 0.903 0.898 0.900 0.891
RetinaNet 0.903 0.903 0.900 0.892 0.900
TridentNet 0.906 0.904 0.899 0.903 0.906

MS-IAF 0.911 0.907 0.914 0.906 0.907

Model Light:2 Fog:2 Cloud:2 Snow:2 Stains:2

FRC FPN 0.862 0.866 0.871 0.861 0.876
HRNet 0.870 0.866 0.874 0.866 0.873

Cascade R-CNN 0.872 0.876 0.878 0.863 0.874
RetinaNet 0.880 0.881 0.879 0.869 0.872
TridentNet 0.886 0.893 0.894 0.871 0.902

MS-IAF 0.907 0.907 0.904 0.871 0.908

Model Light:3 Fog:3 Cloud:3 Snow:3 Stains:3

FRC FPN 0.837 0.859 0.846 0.759 0.729
HRNet 0.844 0.861 0.851 0.820 0.731

Cascade R-CNN 0.849 0.86 0.857 0.822 0.733
RetinaNet 0.851 0.866 0.859 0.839 0.739
TridentNet 0.853 0.870 0.856 0.833 0.741

MS-IAF 0.862 0.874 0.860 0.844 0.744

Model Light:4 Fog:4 Cloud:4 Snow:4 Stains:4

FRC FPN 0.824 0.855 0.773 0.704 0.663
HRNet 0.829 0.859 0.779 0.706 0.659

Cascade R-CNN 0.833 0.858 0.786 0.711 0.667
RetinaNet 0.836 0.863 0.787 0.715 0.672
TridentNet 0.836 0.866 0.774 0.710 0.677

MS-IAF 0.839 0.869 0.788 0.721 0.679
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The results from parallel experiments showed that MS-IAF outperformed the other
models in terms of interference resistance. The different pollutions in the environments
adversely affected the detection accuracy, causing some features to be obscured and making
the model less capable of sensing features. From the variations in the detection results of our
model at different severity levels, we found that our model exhibited the best robustness
for fog pollution, with a 4.19% variation in the AP from severity 1 to 5. Its robustness was
relatively good for light pollution, with a 7.9% variation. Its robustness was poor for cloud,
snow, and stains pollutions, with 13.8%, 20.4%, and 25.1% variations, respectively. These
findings indicated that fog and light pollution had the least effect on the multi-scale object
features in remote sensing images but still obscured some feature information.

From the results of the robustness experiments, it was again verified that MS-IAF
achieved higher accuracy for the detection of multi-scale aircraft objects in remote sensing
images.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we contributed a new multi-scale dataset AP-DATA and a multi-scale
information augmentation framework MS-IAF comprising two new modules, ResNeSt-D
and BFPCAR.

Most of the current multi-scale datasets contain independent objects and lack mixed
annotations and complex environments, so we opensourced the AP-DATA dataset (includ-
ing mixed annotations of whole aircrafts and their key parts and severe environmental
interferences and obscured conditions). A new MS-IAF was proposed, based on a backbone
module and a multi-scale feature fusion module. Backbone ResNeSt-D stacked scattered
attention and made the receptive field more suitable for the object. The multi-scale feature
fusion module BFPCAR enhanced the fusion capability and semantic features of multi-
scale objects and overcame the problem of unbalanced feature extraction from non-adjacent
layers. Our experiments improved the detection accuracy for multi-scale objects in complex
backgrounds, making it easier to detect obscured objects. In the AP-DATA dataset, the
AP of MS-IAF was 2.67% higher than that by the original Faster R-CNN. We conducted
robustness experiments using aircraft datasets from ROSD remote sensing images, and the
model showed significant improvements in the interference resistance.

Considering the flexibility of ResNeSt-D and BFPCAR modules, we will apply these
two modules in the detection of other objects, but further improvements should be made
to adapt them to other models.
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